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Dear Eric: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

OFFICE OF THE STATE AUDITOR 
SUITE -+00 

525 PARK STREET 
SAINT PAUL 55103 

April 12, 1994 

I am ~~ending along some material about your question regarding the perision funds for 
volunteer firefighters. I hope it's at least somewhat applicable to tlle teacher issue. 

(612) 296-2551 

The first is a copy of the Minnesota Statutes that allow nonprofit, volunteer firefighter 
corporations to receive state aid for their pension plans. The volunteer nonprofits with 
incorporated subsidiary firefighters' relief associations are eligible for 'the state fire aid just as 
are any municipalities with organized fire departments. 

Mbre to your issue though is that these·pensfon~pfans are · governmental -plans qualifying -for
ta;~xempt ·status.t However, as you may know, these pension plans are now in a "remedial 
amendment period" , set by the Internal Revenue Service to end January 1, 1996. To retain 
their favorable statu~, the plan sponsors must amend their plans before this date 1n ways that 
guarantee nondiscrimination and certain coverage. requirements. I am sending a copy of a 
letter from a benefits firm sent last July to a local volunteer firefighter relief association on 
this issue. 

A third enclosure is a copy -of pages from the 1992 financial reports of the cities of 
, Maplewood and Bloomington, both of which have volunteer firefighters. Maplewood's 
financial report describes its relief association as a nonprofit corporation, separate from the 
city, with a board of directors appointed ·by the membership-of the orga11ization· but also 
including · one elected official from each city served by the nonprofit fire departments. State 
aid goes directly to the fire relief association. Bloomington's financial report indicates a 

· similar arrangement except that its volunteer fire association does ·not have on its board an 
elected official from the city. · 

I hope this helps somewhat. Let me know if you have questions; I can be reached at 
612/297-3367. Good luck. 

Sincerely, 

·· Jody A. Hauer 
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